Patient empowerment through access to knowledge
For century upon century, the medical practitioner was viewed as the sole recipient of a body of knowledge to be put to good use in the care of the patient, as the patient's knowledge of medicine was severely limited. However, the growth of internet-based knowledge dissemination has dramatically changed the dynamic of the patient-doctor relationship. As a result, the doctor no longer stands alone as the source of medical knowledge, but rather works in cooperation with an informed patient. Decision-making in the context of care is increasingly a joint decision or perhaps even a negotiation, with the patient interacting with multiple providers and information sources.
As health technology continues its inexorable -and exponential -advances, it will be increasingly common for individuals to wear devices (attached or implanted) that monitor various bodily functions and to use the "information cloud" as a dominant focus for their medical decision making. As many of these interactions occur outside the physician-patient encounter, they add a difficult and complicating factor for the role of the physician. The growing trend of patient empowerment through knowledge acquisition requires that a new approach to medical diagnosis and treatment be developed in the education of medical students and other healthcare professionals.
Globalization of the health economy and medical services
Healthcare is transitioning from an intensely local service to one that is more worldwide in scope. For example, the phenomenon of "medical tourism" is still in its relative infancy but is likely to pick up significant speed as communication and transport technologies continue to evolve. The traditional rules of engagement between patients and providers, such as the conditions for medical licensure and scope of practice criteria, will be much more fluid than they are today. Patients will seek optimal and affordable healthcare options wherever they may be located. As a result, the interlinking of healthcare economies between countries and regions will create new provider systems that were unimaginable even a decade or so ago, eventually evolving into a global medical practice environment. Medical educators must respond to these growing forces with curricula that link knowledge and skill development on a worldwide basis.
Technology and artificial intelligence
The digital revolution, begun in force with the arrival of the internet late in the last century, is now marching forward with exponential speed. In particular, the growing field of artificial intelligence presents a provocative question: will smart machines replace humans like the internal combustion engine replaced horses? Indeed, with scientific advances and evolving medical machines, a "new physics" of patient care is being created 3 , which has profound implications for the practice of medicine and the education of physicians, based on four underlying principles 4 .
Care anywhere
This refers to the observation that technology is moving the care of patients not requiring highly-advanced care from clinics and offices to wherever patients happen to be, as monitoring systems report continuously on a growing set of biological and other parameters.
Care in teams
This suggests that the sacrosanct doctor-patient relationship will gradually be replaced by relationships with multiple healthcare professionals. This substantive change in the dynamics of the patient-provider relationship presents the challenge of gaining the most value from team care. Care by teams also implies a necessary recalibration of the scope of practice for each member of the clinical team, such that the most efficient and effective care is provided.
Care by large data sets
This recognizes that the amassing of huge medical repositories for both patients and populations is inevitable, and that a new interpretive and function infrastructure is required to manage all this data. As a result, the locus of decision-making is shifting from the individual clinician's mind and experience to an algorithmically-based collaboration with exponentially growing databases.
Care by machines
This may ultimately prove to be the most challenging arena for medical practice in the 21 st century, as machines gradually outperform humans in a variety of medical tasks.
Machines' abilities don't decline with age and can improve with updates; they don't get tired or become subject to typical human weaknesses. With considerable progress being made in artificial intelligence, many futurists place no limits on this potential 5 .
Impact on medical education
The evolutionary path of 21 st century medicine 
Knowledge acquisition and management
The traditional approach of absorbing and being tested on facts will be significantly modified to emphasize the ability to obtain relevant information in real time via electronic means. The curriculum will emphasize knowledge acquisition throughout all years of training, with the goal for graduates to become highly-versed in the interpretation of clinical data and analytics that derive from the manipulations of large data sets by computers.
2.Expert analysis
The role of the physician will shift from being a content expert to performing expert analyses. Because the amount of information collected on a given patient − including genomics, metabolomics, and other findings − will exceed the human capacity to process it, results will be analyzed using algorithms by advanced computers that will also have access to the world's medical literature and clinical trials databases. Computer-generated probability lists will require that clinicians be expert in the analytics required to interpret the findings and make recommendations to patients.
Effective teamwork
Because the physician will be working with a large team of health providers, the curriculum will include It is essential, in my opinion, for organized medicine and medical educators to begin a deep and long-term discussion about how this relationship can best be maintained. This discussion must probe into a deeper understanding of the reality of the human touch. How, for example, can the different roles of humans and machines be managed, and how should our education practices be transformed? If healing, whether emotional or physical, is an experience of life, is it one that technology can never replace? Ultimately, the physician in the 21 st century, regardless of technological developments, will need to offer compassion to patients, something so distinctively human that it should become the central focus of the new medical education curriculum.
